CAMPERS BRING LIST

“There is no such thing as bad weather, only the wrong clothes” – Billy Connolly

Please make sure your name and phone number is on everything including all bags.

- SLEEPING BAG OR DOONA AND SHEETS
- FITTED SHEET for a single mattress and a pillowcase - A MUST
- TOILETRIES – INCLUDING: HAIR BRUSH, TOOTHPASTE, SOAP, SHAMPOO, TOWEL - NO SPRAY DEODORANT – ROLL ON ONLY
- PILLOW – A MUST
- HAIR TIES – needed for activities if hair is long
- SOCKS & UNDERWEAR – 2 pairs per day
- PYJAMAS
- TRACKSUIT
- WARM JACKET FOR COLDER WEATHER or a woollen jumper - A MUST
- WATERPROOF RAINCOAT WITH A HOOD - A MUST
- LONG SLEEVED SHIRT
- T-SHIRTS - must cover shoulders and waist for adventure activities
- FULL LENGTH PANTS - 1 pair per day - A MUST for adventure activities
- SHORTS – Must be an appropriate length
- SLIPPERS
- RUNNERS/SHOES - suitable for adventure activities
- SANDALS/THONGS - for showering/indoor use only
- TORCH
- DRINK BOTTLE - A MUST
- SUNSCREEN S.P.F 30+ - A MUST - Sunglasses are recommended in terms 1, 2 and 4.
- SWIMWEAR
- A WARM BEANIE (terms 2-3) AND CAP/SUN-SMART HAT - A MUST
- DAY PACK/SMALL BACKPACK
- GARBAGE BAGS - for dirty/wet clothes - A MUST

YOU ARE ALSO ENCOURAGED TO BRING

- WALKING BOOTS - Optional
- WRITING PAPER
- PEN & PENCILS - no felt tip pens/permanent markers
- CAMER A - WITH A WATERPROOF BAG
- BOOKS
- FANCY DRESS COSTUME/CLOTHES for the grand concert
- FORMAL DRESS for formal dinner and disco (make it fun, please incur no extra expense – boys, wear Dad’s tie if you like)
- YOUR TEDDY BEAR - essential

😊 CAMPERS ARE ADVISED NOT BRING TO CAMP ELECTRONIC DEVICES INCLUDING MOBILE PHONES THAT MAY BE LOST OR DAMAGED

😄 ANY MEDICATIONS MUST HAVE YOUR NAME AND DOSAGE CLEARLY LABELLED ON IT AND MUST BE GIVEN TO MISS KOPCIEWICZ ON THE MORNING OF DEPARTURE

😄 LONG PANTS, SHOES AND SOCKS MUST BE WORN OUTSIDE, ALL YEAR ROUND WHILE PARTICIPATING IN ADVENTURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE BE AWARE CLOTHING MAY GET WET, DIRTY OR DAMAGED WHEN INVOLVED IN ADVENTURE PROGRAMS